
A Partner in Your Genetic Success

Contact us now to explore  

your genetic opportunities  

for the upcoming season and beyond

Industry Leading  

Genetic Solutions  

to Future Proof Your Flock

www.NewhavenPerendales.co.nz

‘Genetics Designed with  

Your Future in Mind’  

An unrelenting attention to physical 

confirmation and genetic progression.  

Emphasis is placed on lamb growth and meat yield 

(utilising leading carcass conformation analysis), lamb 

survivability, ewe efficiency and productive longevity - 
with a unique level of parasite resilience following two 

decades of the renowned ‘Newhaven Nil Drench’ policy.

Ensuring that we align with your breeding vision  

at all times and taking a lateral approach to all commercially 

important traits, allows us to achieve an ideal synergy 

between breeding values and structural soundness.

Achieving a Genetic Balance - suited to individual 

flock requirements and climatic challenges throughout 
New Zealand and Australia.

Newhaven and Mount Monmot Genetics  

are responsible for siring over 300,000  

new season lambs each Spring -  

a significant responsibility requiring  

experience, honesty and professionalism.

High Performance Perendales 

NEWHAVEN PERENDALES  

AND PERENDALE TEXELS

Blair and Jane Smith 

David and Robyn Ruddenklau 
+64 3 432 4154 +64 27 432 4154

genetics@NewhavenPerendales.co.nz

www.NewhavenPerendales.co.nz

MOUNT MONMOT PERENDALES

Malcolm Fletcher 

Tony and Trudy Boyer 
+61 0353 495522  +61 0427 495522
+61 0353 402127  +61 0419 565450

genetics@MountMonmot.com

www.MountMonmot.com



Join the Newhaven Success Story

Established by David and Robyn Ruddenklau in 

1972, our family stud operation team are passionate about 

what we do - with Newhaven genetics highly regarded 
for their commitment to consistently deliver high yielding, 

robust progeny.

Commercially tested, Market Focused Genetics 

that are driven to align with future genetic requirements 

- ensuring that you have the opportunity to produce a 
premium product from your flock, that tomorrow’s savvy 
global consumer of protein will demand.

Newhaven  
PERENDALE TEXELS

Find out how the strength 

of Newhaven Genetics 

combined with high calibre 

Texel bloodlines is a unique 

genetic solution for those that 

seek a Texel infusion.

This opportunity combines 

over four decades of proven 

Newhaven Perendale genetics 

with elite stud Texel bloodlines - upholding the high 
genetic standards that you are accustomed to at 

Newhaven. Emphasis is on foot score, meat growth and 

yield, along with robust and reliable conformation.

Mount Monmot  
PERENDALES

This Australian genetic venture is an exciting one 

for the sheep industry...

This is a unique opportunity for 

astute Australian sheep breeders 

to purchase 100% Newhaven 

genetics in their own backyard  

- thanks to our joint initiative  
with experienced sheep 

breeders - Malcolm Fletcher  
and daughter and son-in-law,  
Trudy and Tony Boyer.

These sires have the strength 

of being born and bred in the 

challenging rural Victoria  

climate near Skipton, whilst 

carrying four decades of  

proven high quality Newhaven 

genetic performance.

Snow capped mountain peaks towering over arid 

tussock blocks and wind swept pastures  

may be harsh surroundings for farming -  

however this environment produces high performing 

Perendales that are ideally suited to the extremes of  

New Zealand and Australian sheep farming.

Become part of the 

Newhaven solution -  
focused on overall structural 

soundness, superior meat 

yield, efficient fecundity, 
parasitical resilience and 

well-rounded performance 
coupled with longevity. 

Newhaven is an extensive 

and diverse sheep and beef 

property operating in the 

challenging hill country 

of North Otago.  A 

substantial stud ewe 

base of nearly 2000 

registered ewes allows 

a strict culling policy to 

be upheld - with only 
the elite 20% of ram 

lambs born offered for 

sale - assisting in our 
impressive genetic 

progress since 1972.

www.NewhavenPerendales.co.nz

A Partner in Your Genetic Success  ESTABLISHED 1972

“Newhaven genetics provide the whole  

package for us. Great constitution, high fertility 

and top quality lambs - all from tough,  

hardy sheep that are bred to perform in our  

challenging environment.”

Hamish and Julia Mackenzie 

‘Braemar Station’ - Tekapo


